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9781631985065

All the Time

English
10 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
32 pages
Free Spirit
Publishing
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Deborah Farmer Kris, Cathy Ann Johnson
Apr 06, 2021 Hardcover $25.50 CAD

9781631985003

We Say What's Okay Series

English
10 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
36 pages
Free Spirit
Publishing
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Lydia Bowers, Isabel Munoz
Mar 02, 2021 Hardcover $22.50 CAD

9788418133237

That's Not Normal

English
11.25 x 9.75 x 0 in
| 10 gr
40 pages
NubeOcho
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 7
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada
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9788418133220
English
10 x 10.75 x 0 in |
10 gr
40 pages
NubeOcho
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 7
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

5

I Love You All the Time
Reassure children that they are loved and loveable no matter the ups and downs of the day.

We Listen to Our Bodies
Deja helps young children recognize their emotions by listening to their bodies.
Body awareness is a key foundation of consent. In the first of a new series covering consent themes,
this book gives children a vocabulary to understand and communicate their feelings, develop personal
boundaries, and build their social and emotional skills. Perfect for read-alouds, this story follows Deja
and her preschool classmates as they learn to build emotional self-awareness by listening to the
physical cues of their bodies.
About the Contributor(s)

by Mar Pavon, Laure Du Fay
Apr 16, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $23.95 CAD

Elephant has a very long trunk. From creating stairs to help Monkey get into the tree, to keeping
Giraffe’s neck warm on cold days, most of his friends are very grateful for his help. But hippopotamus
always mocks him saying: “That’s not normal!” But when Hippo needs help saving his baby from the
crocodile-infested lake, will he accept the help from Elephant’s abnormally long trunk?

On the Way Home
by A.H. Benjamin, Anne Vasko
May 14, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $23.95 CAD

What would happen if, on the way home, a little girl and her grandpa found a witty monkey, a
hilarious crocodile, a daring zebra, a fearless tiger and a strong hippo? Would they join them to jump
in a puddle, bounce on a trampoline and tap dance? And would they invite them in for dinner?
About the Contributor(s)
An established children's author who has been writing books since the mid-eighties. He has been
published by Andersen Press, O.U.P, Little Tiger Press, Franklin Watts, Q.E.D and many other big
publishing houses. Up to now he has written over forty books published worldwide. Some of his work
has been adapted for radio, television and theater. Anne Vasko is an award-winning picture book
maker whose work reflects her creativity, compassion and open-mindedness. She is an
internationally renowned children`s book illustrator who has also published several of her own

9781733121279

Seeking an Aurora

English
8.5 x 10.4 x 0 in |
10 gr
32 pages
Blue Dot Kids
Press
Carton qty: 36
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 7
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Elizabeth Pulford
, Anne Bannock
Jan 29, 2021 Hardcover , Picture book $26.95 CAD

In the quiet of the night, a child’s father bundles them up and shows them the majesty of
an aurora. This book is perfect for those who loveOwl Moon.
A father wakes his child from sleep to beckon, “Come—we’re off to find an Aurora.” Through the
silent frost, across fields, and up hills they climb…And then they wait. Together they share an
unforgettable moment and the majestic splendor of the northern and southern lights.
This moving and lyrical story is paired with scientific information about the awe-inspiring northern
and southern lights to further inspire readers to seek their own natural wonders. Printed on FSCcertified paper with vegetable-based inks.
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9781529003659
English
8.66 x 11.02 x 0 in
| 10 gr
32 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

7

9781509868315
English
11.02 x 9.84 x 0 in
| 10 gr
32 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Book
by Lucy Rowland, Ben Mantle
Mar 02, 2021 Hardcover $28.99 CAD

A wonderfully witty take on a much-loved fairy tale, The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad
Book celebrates the magic and joy of reading and story-telling. When Ben's mum gets
distracted halfway through his bedtime story, he decides to take matters into his own hands and
finish the tale himself. There's only one problem - he can't quite read yet. What will Ben do now?
Perhaps the arrival of some unexpected guests can help! A playful rhyming story from the creators of
Dracula Spectacular and Little Red Reading Hood, Lucy Rowland and Ben Mantle.
About the Contributor(s)
Lucy Rowland grew up in Cheltenham, England, and gained a degree in Speech & Language
Therapy from the University of Reading before becoming a children's speech and language therapist.
Lucy has loved reading and listening to poetry from a young age and has turned her passion into

The Hospital Dog
by Julia Donaldson, Sara Ogilvie
Jan 05, 2021 Hardcover $24.99 CAD

Dot the hospital dog is everyone's favourite visitor in this story of bravery and friendship
from Julia Donaldson and Sara Ogilvie, creators of the bestselling picture book, The
Detective Dog. Here is a dog, a Dalmatian called Dot, Is she quite ordinary? NO, SHE'S NOT! After
their breakfast and a swim in the sea, Dot and her owner Rose jump on the bus to the hospital. Dot
loves visiting the children of Wallaby Ward and they're always pleased to see her too. From a crying
baby to a bored teenager - a pat, a stroke and a cuddle with Dot cheers everyone up. But the work of
the hospital dog doesn't stop there, and when one of her patients is in trouble, it's up to Dot to save
the day! A fantastic rhyming story from the powerhouse creative team behind The Detective Dog,
winner of the Books Are My Bag Readers' Award.
About the Contributor(s)

8

9781684641697

Yoga Animals

English
9 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Christiane Kerr, Jason Hook
Jan 31, 2021 Hardcover $19.50 CAD

Yoga Animals at the Seashore
It's a beautiful day at the seashore but our animal hero, Crab, is feeling rather cold and a little crabbyand there's no getting him out of him shell. As he scuttles along the beach, he meets different
seashore animals who help him feel more confident, optimistic and happy-through the power of
yoga!
About the Contributor(s)
Christiane Kerr is a qualified Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction teacher based in London; she has
taught yoga and mindfulness to kids and adults for many years. Julia Green is an Idaho-based
illustrator and surface pattern designer, who has worked on everything from patterns for children's
boots to toy design to album artwork.

9

9781684641444
English
11 x 9.5 x 0 in | 10
gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada
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9781684640461
English
9.5 x 11 x 0 in | 10
gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Extraordinary!
by Penny Harrison, Katie Wilson
Jan 31, 2021 Hardcover $19.50 CAD

A gentle tale about reaching for the stars and being extraordinary . . . but remembering the ordinary
too. Extraordinary! celebrates the best moments in life: the ones we share with friends and family.
They may be simple, they may be ordinary, but they are moments we will cherish forever.
About the Contributor(s)
Penny Harrison is a children's author, book reviewer, garden writer, and lifestyle journalist, based in
Melbourne; Katie Wilson is a New Zealand-based illustrator who has created art for children's books,
greeting cards, and magazines.

Luna Loves Art
by Joseph Coelho, Fiona Lumbers
Jan 31, 2021 Hardcover $19.50 CAD

In this follow-up to Luna Loves Library Day, we meet Luna's mom, celebrate great art and great
friendships, and learn that not all families are the same.
About the Contributor(s)
Though Joseph Coelho studied archeology in university, he is now a performance poet and awardwinning playwright and children's book author based in the UK; Fiona Lumbers is a London-based
illustrator with a penchant for watercolor.
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9788418133695
English
9.75 x 9.75 x 0 in |
10 gr
40 pages
NubeOcho
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada
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9788418133060
English
9.75 x 9.75 x 0 in |
10 gr
40 pages
NubeOcho
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

13

9781949467413
English
11 x 8.5 x 0 in | 10
gr
38 pages
Blair
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

14

9781631985904
English
10 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
40 pages
Free Spirit
Publishing
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 9
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

The Story of Baldomera
by Ismael F. Arias, Enrique G. Ballesteros
Apr 16, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $23.95 CAD

Friendship comes in all forms as seen in this picture-book retelling of the simple story that has
captured the hearts of millions. Baldomera is a lonely donkey who makes a new friend, Ismael. When
Ismael doesn't return, she fears what may have happened. Their mutual joy when they are reunited,
after two months of quarantine during the CoVid pandemic, is an affirmation of unconditional love
and a joy to behold.
About the Contributor(s)
Ismael F. Arias is the owner of the burrita Baldomera. He works as a jornalist and marketing
specialist. Their story of friendship has crossed borders and softened millions of people. The Story of
Baldomera is his first pictured book, written with the bookseller and author Enrique G. Ballesteros.
Enrique G. Ballesteros works as an historian and journalist. He has spent twenty-five years dedicated

Sam Can't Sleep
by Davide Cali, Anna Aparicio Catala
Apr 23, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $23.95 CAD

Why canÂ´t Sam sleep? He decides to ask the other animals in the jungle to find an answer to his
problem. But Elephant, Snake, Monkey, Tiger and Crocodile aren’t happy about being woken up. Will
Sam ever find out why he can't sleep?
About the Contributor(s)
Davide Cali is a reference in children's and youth literature, he began his career in 1994 as a writer
for the Italian magazine Linus. He also writes under the pseudonyms of Taro Miyazawa and Daikon.
He currently lives in Genoa, Italy. His illustrated albums and graphic novels have been published in
more than twenty-five countries and have been translated into numerous languages. He has
received such important awards as the Belgium Libbylit Award, the Bologna Ragazzi Special Award
and the SNCF Award in France. Anna was born in Barcelona in 1991, but grew up in a small mountain

What If Wilhelmina
by Joseph Belisle
Mar 12, 2021 Hardcover , Picture book $26.95 CAD

Wilhelmina, the world’s most beloved pet cat, is missing. Or is she? This boldly illustrated
adventure features one very worried girl, two frayed dads, a backyard of perils, and sneaky
references to great works of art. Based on a true story, a real family, and a real cat named
Wilhelmina.
About the Contributor(s)
Joseph Belisle draws and paints, teaches art, is husband to David, and father to Faith, and with the
debut of this book becomes a children’s book author and illustrator. Belisle proudly runs Lighthouse,
the LGBTQ+ teen group at Kids in Crisis. He grew up in a big family in a small New England town and
currently lives in Fairfield County, Connecticut, where it is also his job to keep up with the real-life
Wilhelmina.

Jayden's Impossible Garden
by Melina Mangal, Ken Daley
Mar 09, 2021 Hardcover $25.50 CAD

Jayden and a new friend bring nature to the city in this timeless story about community and
connection.
Amidst all the buildings, people, and traffic in his neighborhood, Jayden
sees nature everywhere: the squirrels scrounging, the cardinals calling,
and the dandelions growing. But Mama doesn’t believe there’s nature in
the city. So Jayden sets out to help Mama see what he sees. With the help
of his friend Mr. Curtis, Jayden plants the seeds of a community garden
and brings together his neighbors—and Mama—to show them the magic of
nature in the middle of the city.
About the Contributor(s)
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9781684641918
English
9.5 x 11 x 0 in | 10
gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

All Kinds of Animal Families
by Sophy Henn
Jan 31, 2021 Hardcover $23.95 CAD

An all-embracing celebration of all kinds of animal family life, reflecting the different ways children live
today. From a clownfish mommy and daddy to cheetah daddies who adopt cubs, every combination
of modern human family life is reflected here. It's a warm and friendly introduction to the topic for
pre-school children, concluding that love is the common factor among all families.
About the Contributor(s)
Sophy Henn is an award-winning author/illustrator based in the UK.
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9781949467604

COVID-19 HELPERS

English
8 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
48 pages
Blair
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 5 - 11
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Beth Bacon, Kary Lee
Nov 06, 2020 Hardcover , Picture book $35.95 CAD

9781631986512
English
9.25 x 10 x 0 in |
10 gr
36 pages
Free Spirit
Publishing
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 5 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

18

19

Winner of the 2020 Emory Global Health Institute Competition.
Here’s a book that provides children honest yet positive information about Coronavirus (Covid19).COVID-19 HELPERS gives kids the facts of the pandemic, but also offers hope. Mr. Rogers said
that when things get scary, “Look for the helpers.” Likewise, this story reassures children and parents
that many people from all walks of life—including kids themselves—are helping to fight the virus.
InCOVID-19 HELPERS, Kary Lee’s beautiful illustrations and Beth Bacon’s clear, comforting words help
children understand that though they may feel isolated in these times, they are not alone.
In fact, by staying at home during the quarantine, kids are playing an important role in helping to
reduce the coronavirus infection rate. This book helps parents, teachers, and librarians discuss many
issues of the global pandemic, including:

All You Can Imagine

by Bernardo Marcolla, Bernardo Marcolla
Apr 06, 2021 Hardcover , Dust jacket $25.50 CAD

Kids learn how imagination gives them the power to connect to themselves, to others, and
to the world around them.
Where can imagination take you? From Bernardo Marçolla, author-illustrator ofMe and You and the
Universe, comes a new book on the power of imagination.All You Can Imagine encourages readers to
open their hearts, minds, and eyes to the world around them to let imagination in, foster
connections, and explore all the possibilities of the universe.
Imagination and creativity give us the power to connect to ourselves, to others, and to the world
around us.All You Can Imagine helps children embrace and expand their ideas and imagination,
whether these ideas arrive slowly, piece by piece, or suddenly, like a bird taking flight. Imaginative
play is an integral foundation for social, emotional, and academic development, so fill an entire day
with the power of imagination and all the ways it can be shared and expressed.

9781849354042

We Move Together

English
10 x 9.5 x 0 in | 10
gr
24 pages
AK Press
Carton qty: 32
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 6 - 11
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Kelly Fritsch , Anne McGuire
Apr 16, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $23.95 CAD

A bold and colorful exploration of all the ways that people navigate through the spaces around them
and a celebration of the relationships we build along the way. We Move Together follows a mixedability group of kids as they creatively negotiate everyday barriers and find joy and connection in
disability culture and community. A perfect tool for families, schools, and libraries to facilitate
conversations about disability, accessibility, social justice and community building. Includes a kidfriendly glossary (for ages 3–10).
About the Contributor(s)
Kelly Fritsch is a disabled writer, educator, and parent living in Ottawa. She is an assistant professor

9781592703135
English
7.6 x 10 x 0.01 in |
10 gr
48 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada
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A story for kids about the coronavirus and the people helping during the 2020 pandemic

One Day

by Lee Jeok, Kim Seung-yeon
Mar 05, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $25.50 CAD

A boy’s grandfather goes away suddenly, never to return. How could he leave so suddenly? His smell
remains in his sweater, and his shoes are there to be worn. Plus, his friends at the fountain just saw
him! The boy lingers in the midst of his grandfather’s things and starts to imagine him returning to
the planets and stars, the faraway home from which he must have come.
About the Contributor(s)
Lee Jeok is a well-known singer song-writer in Korea, who has released over 100 songs and
captivated the public with his lyrics. He has been sharing short stories on his blog most of which
appeared in his first book, Fingerprint Hunter." Kim Seung-yeon studied visual design at HongIk
University and is running the independent publishing company, Textcontext. She likes drawing with
soft, light lines and is also the author of "Fox Hat" and "Yan Yan.""

9781592703173

The Boy Whose Head Was Filled with Stars

English
7.5 x 11.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
52 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Reading age 7 - 10
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Deborah Marcero, Isabelle Marinov
Jan 22, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $26.95 CAD

A Story about Edwin Hubble

This is the story of Edwin Hubble, a boy fascinated by the stars who surmounted many hurdles to
follow his dreams of becoming an astronomer. Using the insights of great mathematicians and
endlessly observing the sky, he succeeded in confirming two things that altered human life forever:
that there are more galaxies than our own, and that the universe is always expanding. Hubble’s
message to us is to find peace in the vastness of the mystery surrounding us, and to be curious. “We
do now know why we are born into the world,” he said, “but we can try to find out what sort of world
it is.”
About the Contributor(s)
Deborah Marcero is the author and illustrator of In A Jar (Putnam) and My Heart Is A Compass (LBYR).
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9781529029178

Dream Team 2

English
5.12 x 7.76 x 0 in |
10 gr
200 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Tom Percival
Apr 13, 2021 Paperback , B-format $15.99 CAD

A Case of the Jitters (Dream Team #2)
Inside Out meets The Incredibles in an adventure series exploring anxiety in kids. Meet the
Dream Team. Turning nightmares into incredible adventures! Erika's friend Kris is HILARIOUS. She
thinks he should perform in their school's talent show, but he's far too nervous. And when Erika gets
a call from the Dream Team to help on a mission, she meets another girl who is struggling with
confidence. Chanda's dream is being attacked by the jitters and nothing seems to be going right. Try
as they might, the team can't get control of her dream - until Erika realizes that there is a connection
between Chanda and Kris. Can she help Chanda to find some confidence before the jitters take over
completely? A Case of the Jitters is the second book in Tom Percival's fun and engaging Dream Team
series, exploring anxiety in children through action and adventure.
About the Contributor(s)

22

9781529021356

Monster Doctor 1

English
5.12 x 7.76 x 0.01
in | 150 gr
192 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton qty: 96
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by John Kelly
Jan 05, 2021 Paperback , B-format $15.99 CAD

The Monster Doctor
Give yourself a HUGE dose of laughter with the monster doctor in this hilarious illustrated
series from John Kelly. Are you . . . A dragon with indigestion? A blob with a cold? A yeti with a sore
foot? Then book an appointment with the MONSTER DOCTOR. No THING too small, no creature too
big! Ozzy is just an ordinary human boy - until he gets a job at the monster doctor's surgery! He's
now spending his summer helping the doctor cure her strange and wonderful monster-patients, and
he has to find a way to help her save the surgery. The first in a howlingly hilarious series of monster
adventures written and illustrated by John Kelly that will have you laughing your head off. Literally.
About the Contributor(s)
John Kelly is the creator of the picture books The Beastly Pirates and Fixer, the author of Can I Join
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9781592703494

The Snail with the Right Heart

English
10 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
56 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Reading age 7 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Maria Popova, Ping Zhu
Feb 12, 2021 Hardcover , Dust jacket $28.50 CAD

A True Story

Based on a real scientific event and inspired by a beloved real human in the author’s life, this is a
story about science and the poetry of existence; about time and chance, genetics and gender, love
and death, evolution and infinity — concepts often too abstract for the human mind to fathom, often
more accessible to the young imagination; concepts made fathomable in the concrete, finite life of
one tiny, unusual creature dwelling in a pile of compost amid an English garden. Emerging from this
singular life is a lyrical universal invitation not to mistake difference for defect and to welcome, across
the accordion scales of time and space, diversity as the wellspring of the universe’s beauty and
resilience.
About the Contributor(s)

9781684640898

That's a Job?

English
10 x 11.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
48 pages
Kane Miller
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Carron Brown, Roberto Blefari
Jan 31, 2021 Hardcover $23.95 CAD

9781781129487

Conkers

English
5.1 x 7.8 x 0.55 in
| 190 gr
208 pages
Barrington Stoke
Ltd
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

From Auschwitz to Ambleside

I Like the Outdoors ... What Jobs Are There?
For children who have a passion for something but don't know how they can turn it into a job, this
series helps them along the way. In this title, children who love the outdoors can find out all about
the future careers they can have. From being a park ranger, to a ship's captain, to a construction
worker, to a landscape architect, this book takes readers through a day in the life of 25 outdoor
workers. Children can learn what it takes to get each job done, and discover a world of opportunities.
About the Contributor(s)
UK-based Carron Brown has been a children's nonfiction editor and author for more than 16 years;
Roberto Blefari is a freelance illustrator from Italy who creates art to make people of all ages feel
good.

After the War
by Tom Palmer, Violet Tobacco
Dec 18, 2020 Paperback , B-format $15.95 CAD

Master storyteller Tom Palmer returns with a deeply moving and beautifully told novel of friendship
and belonging, inspired by the incredible true story of the Windermere Boys.
About the Contributor(s)
Tom Palmer was a reluctant reader as a child and credits articlesÂ about football with getting him
into reading. He went on to become aÂ bookseller and then worked in reader development. He is
well known for his hugely successful football fiction for Puffin, and is one ofÂ Barrington Stoke’s
topâ??selling authors, writing about both sport andÂ history with great appeal. He travels all over the
UK visiting schoolsÂ and working with charities, and is well loved across the book trade.
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9781529045031

How to Be a Hero

English
5.12 x 7.76 x 0 in |
10 gr
240 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Cat Weldon, Katie Kear
Apr 06, 2021 Paperback , Trade $15.99 CAD

9781781129463
English
5.1 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
120 pages
Barrington Stoke
Ltd
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

28

Tales from a Terrible Viking

A hilarious high-stakes fantasy adventure about friendship and bravery set in the world of
the Norse Gods, for fans of How to Train Your Dragon, from debut author Cat Weldon. A
viking thief desperate to be a hero. A trainee valkyrie on a mission to prove herself. An un godly case
of mistaken identity. When trainee valkyrie Lotta mistakes an unconscious viking thief, Whetstone, for
a fallen hero and takes him triumphantly to Valhalla, things are definitely not turning out to be epic or
glorious. Having lost a precious talking cup, Whetstone is also desperate to cover up his mistake and
the two embark on a quarrelsome journey to find it and regain their heroic status. But Loki the
trickster God is desperate to get his hands on the cup with a plan to unleash chaos across the nine
worlds. Can Whetstone prove himself a hero after all when it matters most? The first in a hilarious
and fast-paced trilogy about how to be brave, what it means to be a hero and just how confusing the
Norse Gods really are.

World Burn Down
by Steve Cole, Oriol Vidal
Feb 12, 2021 Paperback , B-format $15.95 CAD

A powerful and potent look at the destruction humans wreak upon the Amazon rainforest, by the
bestselling author of Young Bond. The terrifying reality of illegal deforestation and the destruction of
the rainforest is revealed in this powerful and gripping Amazonian adventure from bestselling author
Steve Cole. Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 8+
About the Contributor(s)
Steve Cole is a bestselling children’s author. His various book series include Z. Rex, Thieves Like Us,
Doctor Who, the three million copy selling Young Bond series. In other careers he has worked as an
editor of books and magazines for readers of all ages. Steve lives in Aylesbury.

9781592702756

My Alter Ego Is A Superhero

English
6 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
200 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton qty: 40
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Hakon Ovreas, Oyvind Torseter
Feb 05, 2021 Hardcover , Picture book $25.50 CAD

Black
Jack hatches a plan to land himself in the newspaper: he’s going to rescue the chairman’s prizewinning hen. Of course, that means he has to “borrow” it first.
And if getting into the newspaper happens to impress the new girl in town? All the better. But when
the “borrowing” goes wrong, things suddenly get…tricky. To get out from all this trouble, Jack’s going
to need some superhero help. Enter Black, to the rescue! Along with his faithful companions Brown
and Blue. While Brown and Blue might not completely understand what has happened or why they’re
involved, neither does Jack, really. But they’re ready for action and raring to go!The second book from
HÃ¥kon Ã?vreÃ¥s' award-winningMy Alter Ego Is A Superhero trilogy,Black is illustrated throughout
by the always superb Ã?yvind Torseter.
About the Contributor(s)
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9781948340298

What You Don't Know

English
9 x 6 x 0 in | 10 gr
144 pages
Dottir Press
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Anastasia Higginbotham, Anastasia Higginbotham
Dec 18, 2020 Paperback , Trade $29.50 CAD

A Story of Liberated Childhood

I think the days ofHeather Has Two Mommies are long past. We're ready for GLBTQIA+
stories for kids that are a little bit complicated and a little bit interesting and a whole
lotta fantastic. For all this, the person you turn to is Anastasia Higginbotham. —BETSY
BIRD, Collection Development Manager of the Evanston Public Library
Anastasia Higginbotham'sWhat You Don't Know: A Story of Liberated Childhood delves
into queerness, Blackness, and the love that dismantles whiteness.
It’s a book about knowing deeply that you matter—always did, always will. It’s a book about what
schools get wrong and churches don’t say; but institutions are made by people and the people are
evolving. It’s a book about being known and cherished by family, and living in communion with your
own personal Jesus, Buddha, Spirit, Source, Father, Mother, God, breath, inner space, outer space,

9781948340304

You Ruined It

English
9 x 6 x 0 in | 10 gr
96 pages
Dottir Press
Carton qty: 24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Anastasia Higginbotham, Anastasia Higginbotham
Apr 16, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $29.50 CAD

A Book About Boundaries

InYou Ruined It: A Book About Boundaries, author Anastasia Higginbotham sheds light on
the confusion and pain that many children feel in the aftermath of incest and sexual
assault.
When an 11-year-old discloses that a favorite cousin sexually assaulted her, it's hard to tell what
hurts more: the betrayal or the fall-out. After all, everyone always says to tell someone, but does this
mean she'll never get to hang out with him again? What if he goes to jail? How will she know if she
can trust someone again?
And the biggest question of all: Is this her fault?

You Ruined It: A Book About Boundaries is a testament to an 11-year-old's experience of a
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9781781129432
English
5.1 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
112 pages
Barrington Stoke
Ltd
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

32

33

34

by Vashti Hardy, Natalie Smillie
Feb 26, 2021 Paperback , B-format $15.95 CAD

Bestselling author Vashti Hardy transports us to a world like no other in a steampunk, fantasy
adventure with family at its heart. When young warden in training Grace Griffin goes against her
family's wishes she's soon tangled up in a dangerous scheme in this new steampunk, fantasy
adventure from Blue Peter Book Award-winner Vashti Hardy.
About the Contributor(s)
Vashti Hardy was a primary school teacher for several years and has always had a keen interest in
children’s writing, leading to her MA in Creative Writing from the University of Chichester. Vashti is an
alumni member and writing buddy of The Golden Egg Academy, and her books Brightstorm and the
award-winning Wildspark are critically acclaimed. Vashti lives near Brighton in Sussex.

9781772850482

SUPER AGENT JON LE BON!

English
6 x 9 x 0.01 in | 10
gr
112 pages
Modus Vivendi
Publising /
Adventure Pres
Carton qty: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Alex A.
Mar 15, 2021 Paperback , Trade $12.95 CAD

SEASON 2, VOLUME 2 - NANODIMENSION

The First Continent is in danger. The newly re-elected President Tiberius has come up with a plan to
steal the most powerful and dangerous technologies from the Agency. As for Super Agent Jon Le
Bon, he has been the victim of an accident in Henry's lab and finds himself shrunk to molecular scale.
By chance, he makes friends with a species of nanorobots who live within the walls of Building
A...Together, they will try to foil the president's plans.

9780993395192

Life

English
1.11 x 10 x 0 in |
10 gr
72 pages
Centrala
Carton qty: 1
COMICS &
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Age (years) 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Ania Dahle Overbye
Feb 12, 2021 Paperback , Trade $29.95 CAD

Dog Days

The semi-autobiographical graphic novel about young girl facing bullying and struggling for
acceptance by Anja Dahle Ã?verbye won the Norwegian Comic of the Year award in 2016. It is an
impressive debut book that has drawn inspiration from North-Western Norway where she grew up.
Dog days are a phenomenon taking place in late summer. According to folklore, the dog days are
extremely hot, muck floats up to the surface of water, food goes bad and dogs may more easily go
mad. It is at this time of year we meet Anne, who is mid-way between childhood and adolescence.
The intensely stifling, sultry weather that summer affects her relationships with both her friends and
family.
Her best friend Marielle wants to hang out with slightly older Carrie. When the two of them strike up
a friendship, Anne is left out. She is too young to go to the youth club, and too restless to find

9781947627482
English
5.5 x 8.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
208 pages
Cinco Puntos
Press
Carton qty: 1
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 12 - 18
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

35

The Griffin Gate

9781951491055
English
5.25 x 7.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
96 pages
Street Noise
Books
Carton qty: 1
COMICS &
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Age (years) 16
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Thirty Talks Weird Love
by Alessandra Narvaez Varela
Jan 11, 2021 Hardcover , Paper over boards $28.50 CAD

A 13-year-old girl growing up in Mexico is visited by her 30-year-old future self in this
powerful Young Adult novel in verse about accepting yourself.
Out of nowhere, a lady comes up to AnamarÃa and says she’sher, from thefuture. But AnamarÃa’s
thirteen, she knows better than to talk to some weirdo stranger. Girls need to be careful, especially in
Ciudad JuÃ¡rez, Mexico—it’s the 90’s and fear is overtaking her beloved city as cases of kidnapped
girls and women become alarmingly common. This thirty-year-old “future” lady doesn’t seem to be
dangerous but she won’t stop bothering her, switching between cheesy Hallmark advice about being
kind to yourself, and some mysterious talk about saving a girl.
AnamarÃa definitely doesn’t need any saving, she’s doing just fine. She works hard at her strict,
grade-obsessed middle school—so hard that she hardly gets any sleep; so hard that the stress
makes her snap not just at mean girls but even her own (few) friends; so hard that when she does
sleep she dreams about dying—but she just wants to do the best she can so she can grow up to be
successful. Maybe Thirty’s right, maybe she’s not supposed to be so exhausted with her life, but how

I'm a Wild Seed
by Sharon Lee De La Cruz
Feb 12, 2021 Paperback , Trade $19.50 CAD

A collection of witty and lively autobiographical comics from Sharon De La Cruz in which the author
guides the reader through an understanding of queerness and what it means to her as a woman of
color. The author reflects on her memories as a repressed queer young person and the ways in
which oppression was cause for a late bloom into her queerness. Through this journey we discover
characters in the author’s life that help shape and inform her LGBTQ identity, and help the reader
cometo a better understanding of her holistic definition of queerness.
About the Contributor(s)
Sharon Lee De La Cruz is an artist and activist whose work ranges from comics, graffiti, and public art
murals to interactive sculptures, animation and coding. She earned a BFA from The Cooper Union, is
a Fulbright scholar, and obtained her master’s degree at NYU’s ITP program (Interactive
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